Polycom® RealPresence® Group Series
Today’s increasingly competitive global workplace requires teams to be able to make decisions across distances and without barriers. To compete and become more agile in a fast-moving world, organizations need to create productive work environments that enable digital work habits and collaboration. These interactions spark innovation, engagement and higher productivity. But most conference rooms are ill-equipped to meet these challenges. As traditional office environments shift to open and shared workspaces, teams are left to themselves to use antiquated or unreliable consumer-grade tools when making critical business decisions.

Polycom® RealPresence® Group Series is the engine that drives enterprise-grade video, voice and collaboration experiences, accelerating decision-making and fostering innovation. Only Polycom delivers video collaboration experiences that bring users closer together, helping geographically dispersed teams harness information and knowledge to improve efficiency and productivity. Next-generation collaboration tools ensure that everyone is involved in all aspects of the conversation, with interactive content on any device. Standards-based interoperability and certification with Microsoft Skype for Business and Office 365 ensures that the experience is a scalable and manageable part of the UC experience that users are already familiar with.

Polycom® RealPresence® Medialign™

Organizations need more agile and effective teams. The desire to meet quickly with teammates near and far, share ideas, and collaborate on critical projects has fueled the demand for visual collaboration. To meet this growing demand, organizations seek turnkey solutions that can be easily and consistently deployed without costly room remediation. Polycom RealPresence Medialign solutions deliver the industry’s best video collaboration with an innovative, modern design that deploys anywhere in minutes.

Polycom RealPresence Medialign includes everything you need to easily deploy video communications. RealPresence Medialign offers single-sku ordering with patented ‘no-tools-required’ installation in any location. Perfect for medium to large rooms, RealPresence Medialign comes complete with single or dual 55” or 70” LED monitors, high-fidelity audio, tabletop microphone arrays, Polycom EagleEye cameras and the powerful RealPresence Group Series 500 video codec. It offers all the benefits of RealPresence Group Series in a package that is simple to order and deploy.
“It’s changed the industry by allowing you to have a table read in New York being watched by people in Los Angeles. You see the nuances of performance; you can make changes. It’s interactive.”

Tyler McGuire, Beth Melsky Casting and Envision Studios

Video Experiences

Natural, lifelike video experiences require more than just great video quality. Conference rooms are especially tricky – every room is different, ranging from small to very large, in all sizes and shapes. And a growing number of interactions happen outside of traditional conference rooms, introducing a new set of challenges. The key is to deliver a great experience for every participant that feels as natural as being there. Everyone should see and be seen, bringing distant teams closer together and motivating collaboration.

Only Polycom delivers a range of automatic camera tracking solutions that ensure participants can always be seen clearly.

- Polycom® EagleEye™ Producer uses innovative facial-tracking algorithms to accurately frame all room participants, or focus on the person speaking—whichever you prefer, eliminating the “bowling alley” view that is all too common in video calls.
- For a more immersive feel, Polycom® EagleEye™ Director II offers the highest performance speaker tracking experience, transmitting facial expressions and body language for higher impact and more productive video collaboration.
- Delivering these kinds of personalized experiences with no user intervention transforms team collaboration into an interactive experience that is much more comfortable and enjoyable for everyone, driving up video utilization and creating more meaningful connections.

Users form stronger relationships across distances with the stunning clarity and natural, lifelike motion inherent in Polycom RealPresence Group Series that allows even the most subtle details to be clearly seen, with video quality up to 1080p resolution at 60 frames per second. All of this is available at up to 50% less bandwidth than competitive solutions by utilizing H.264 High Profile technology.

Polycom RealPresence Group Series makes it quick and simple to experience these productivity benefits. Great care has gone into designing a user interface that is easy and intuitive so anyone can start a video call with no training. Since users have varying control preferences, Polycom has designed several different ways to dial, share content, and control different aspects of the meeting.

- Each room can have its own calendar displayed on-screen with a single click to dial meetings, simplifying connections for users.
- The optional Polycom® RealPresence Touch™ provides a simple and intuitive touch interface that is consistent and familiar across the Polycom portfolio.
- The on-screen interface is designed for touch, making it easy to control your experience using a touch monitor.

* Available standard on the RealPresence Group 500 and 700, and via optional license key on RealPresence Group 310
Audio Experiences

Great quality audio is critical for seamless collaboration experiences. Polycom continues to push the envelope with new innovations in audio conferencing to meet the needs of changing workplace dynamics and emerging meeting spaces.

- RealPresence Group Series features the ultimate voice clarity, automatically reducing background noises and delivering advanced echo cancellation to keep meetings on track and free from distractions.
- Even more obtrusive noises are removed by Polycom® NoiseBlock™ technology, which keeps annoying sounds such as keyboard clicking and paper rustling from interrupting your meetings.
- Polycom® Acoustic Fence™ technology captures sounds from inside the virtual fence while blocking those from outside, enabling video collaboration in open workspaces.

Every location has its own unique acoustic challenges, so it is important to have a range of audio options for optimal clarity from anywhere.

- Multi-directional table microphones use 3 distinct pickup elements to ensure everyone is heard clearly.
- Optional Polycom Ceiling Microphone Arrays move the microphones up and out of view, keeping the table clear of clutter and keeping distracting noises out of your calls.
- Native integration with Polycom® SoundStation® conference phones delivers a consistent experience for users, whether they are on voice or video calls, and adds additional microphone coverage during all call types.
- For larger or more acoustically challenging rooms, Polycom® SoundStructure® enables highly sophisticated audio tuning and configuration, plus the ability to add dozens of additional microphones, delivering clarity for everyone even in your largest spaces.

Content Collaboration Experiences

In many meetings, high-quality content collaboration is the most important factor. RealPresence Group Series lets you share content up to 1080p resolution at 60 frames per second—better than Blu-Ray quality. You can share anything with everyone on the call in the same quality that you see it locally—video clips, CAD animations, medical diagrams, or anything else you can dream up. Critical functions are improved and projects are tackled more effectively when high-quality collaboration is an essential part of the daily workflow.

It’s easy to share content using the HDMI or VGA connections or wirelessly from your laptop or mobile device. Connecting your RealPresence Group Series system to Polycom® Pano™ delivers a more advanced content experience, including:

- More wireless sharing flexibility, including support for Apple AirPlay and Miracast
- Share up to four content sources at the same time, side-by-side
- When connected to a compatible touch monitor, highlight key points with the magic highlighter, or draw on an infinite whiteboard to drive attention and focus
**Interoperability**

Polycom RealPresence Group Series is the only standards-based group video conferencing system that is certified with Skype for Business and Office 365. This native integration, without expensive and complex gateways, extends the benefits of your Skype for Business investment while delivering an unmatched quality of experience from your meeting rooms. The Skype for Business interface is available on RealPresence Touch for an experience that is consistent with the workflow users are already familiar with.

Polycom RealPresence Groups Series has certified interoperability with Zoom and BlueJeans. This interoperability delivers a simple one-touch meeting experience, enterprise calendar integration and the best in-room meeting experience in the market today for subscribers of cloud video services.

**Broad Range of Options**

Polycom RealPresence Group Series is an ideal fit for any type of collaborative environment, from huddle rooms to large classrooms and open workspaces. It’s important that the technology be right-sized for the environment in order to deliver the best possible experience for all users. Polycom’s range of cameras, accessories, and packaged solutions ensure that you can outfit any type of space at a price that fits your budget.

- Polycom RealPresence Medialign includes everything you need to easily deploy video communications in a turnkey solution that offers all the benefits of RealPresence Group Series in a package that is simple to order and deploy.
- Polycom RealPresence Group 310, 500 and 700 allow you to deploy video conferencing in any size room, from huddle spaces to your largest board rooms and training centers. Combine them with optional camera innovations, digital microphones and more to create the best solution for each room.

Take video conferencing to new locations with packaged solutions designed for manufacturing, education, healthcare and more.

- The Polycom® RealPresence® Utility Cart 500 allows users to bring in remote participants wherever they are needed. The ease-of-use and flexibility of a mobile cart will increase productivity through communications happening when and where you need to be.
- The Polycom® RealPresence® EduCart™ 500 solution is a flexible, movable video conferencing solution that brings educators, experts, students or locations into the classroom no matter where they are located.
- The Polycom® RealPresence® VideoProtect™ 500 solution is a safe, secure video conferencing solution that delivers local services to citizens no matter where they are located, protecting the components and enabling video to be used in public or judicial environments.
“With a video call we can resolve the problem and avoid patient admissions back into the training unit. It’s very high definition so we can see every aspect of the dialysis treatment as if you were in the room with them.”

Tracy Berry, Home Therapy Manager, Lancashire Teaching Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust